A language L _~ X * is called a cohesive prefix code if xLyc~L ~ 0 implies that y = 1 and xL c L for any x, y~X*. An example of cohesive prefix codes is an infix code. We determine first the structure of cohesive prefix codes and then we study several relationships between maximal infix codes and maximal cohesive prefix codes. Finally, we determine the structure of a cohesive prefix code that is a right semaphore code.
Introduction
Congruences occur naturally in the theory of languages and automata. With every language L over an alphabet X is associated its syntactic congruence PL and the corresponding syntactic monoid Syn (L) . Several important classes of languages can be characterized by the properties of their syntactic congruences and the connected syntactic monoids. Also many interesting properties of codes are related to the different types of congruences that can be associated with them. For example, infix codes and prefix codes are, respectively, classes of their syntactic and right syntactic congruences.
In this paper, we consider properties of languages that are classes of congruences or right congruences, especially in relation with codes. After establishing, in Section 2, several general properties of languages that are classes of congruences, we introduce, in Section 3, an important family of such languages, the family of cohesive prefix codes which is a subfamily of the prefix codes. In particular, we give a characterization of the syntactic monoid of these languages. Section 4 is devoted to the study of closure properties of cohesive prefix codes as well as the properties of maximal cohesive prefix codes. In the last section, we consider cohesive prefix codes that are also right semaphore codes and give some representations of them.
Congruences
Let X be a finite alphabet and let X* be the free monoid generated by X. An equivalence relation p on X* is said to be right (left) compatible if u=v(p) implies ux=-vx(p) (xu=xv(p) ) for every xeX*. lfp is right and left compatible, then p is said to be compatible. Remark 
that an equivalence relation p is compatible if and only if r-s(p) and u--v(p) implies ru=sv(p).
Using this property, the product of classes of p can be defined naturally to obtain a new monoid X*/p called the quotient monoid of X* modulo p. Right (left) compatible and compatible equivalence relations are also called, respectively, right (left) congruences and congruences. If L is a language over X and if ueX*, then let L." u={x[x6X*, uxeL}, L'.u={x[x~X*, xueL} and L..u={(x, y) (1) L is rc-simple (c-simple); (2) L is a class Of RL (a class of PL);
Many examples of rc-simple or c-simple languages can be found in several families of codes. Recall that a code C over X is a nonempty language C~X + such that c ~ c 2 ..-cm = d ~ d 2 . . . d,, c~, disC, implies that m = n and c ~ = d ~ ..... cm = dm. Let L ~_ X + be a nonempty language over X. If u, uxeL (u, xuEL) 
It is immediate that every prefix code is an rc-simple language and that every infix code is a c-simple language.
Decompositions of regular rc-simple languages in connection with prefix codes have been given in [6] where rc-simple languages are called right simple languages. These decompositions can easily be extended to the general case in the following way. 
Cohesive prefix codes
A nonempty language L~_X + such that xLyc~L¢O implies y=l and xL~_L is a prefix code and a class of its syntactic congruence. Such a prefix code is called a cohesive prefix code.
Clearly, every infix code is a cohesive prefix code, but the converse is not true in general. For example, P = a*b over X = {a, b} is a cohesive prefix code, but not an infix code. This example is a special case of the following general class of prefix codes that are cohesive prefix codes. Let X=-YwZ with Y~Z =0 and Y, Z not empty. Then P = Y'Q, where Q is an infix code over the subalphabet Z, is a cohesive prefix code in X*. Remark that these codes are not suffix and hence not infix.
Recall [3] that a nonempty language L~X + such that xLyc~L~eO implies y= 1 is a prefix code called a p-infix code. Clearly, every cohesive prefix code is p-infix, but the converse is not true. For example, {a, ba} over X = {a, b} is a p-infix code, but not a cohesive prefix code. A prefix code that is a class of its syntactic congruence is not necessarily a cohesive prefix code. For example, take {a"b"]n >~ 1} over X= {a, b~. [] A consequence of the above proposition is that every nonempty subset of a finite cohesive prefix code is also a cohesive prefix code. However, this is no more the case in general for infinite cohesive prefix codes. Take, for example, the cohesive prefix code P=b*a over X ={a, b}. The subset b*a',,{ba} is clearly not a cohesive prefix code. []
is a cohesive prefix code, then its residue W(L) is not empty.
Proof. Suppose that W(L) is empty. Let a6X, u~L and let xuay~L for some x, ysX*.
Since the residue of L is not empty, Syn(L) has a zero element and hence a core, Remark that the residue of a cohesive prefix code can be strictly contained in the left residue. This is the case for P = b*a over X = {a, b}.
Proposition 3.4. A monoid M is isomorphic to the syntactic monoid Syn(L) of a cohesive prefix code L i[ and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
( 1) Then ~p is a homomorphism of X* onto M such that w~p = e if and only if w = 1. Since c is a disjunctive element of M, for L= co-1, we have (? = PL where ~ is the equivalence defined on X* by u--v((?) = (p(x) ~p(u)q~(y) = q~(v) and, since ~p(u) = ~o(v) = c, q)(x)cqo(y) = c and q~(y)= e. Therefore y = 1, xL c_ L and L is a cohesive prefix code.
The following lemma and its corollary will be used several times in the sequel. 
Closure properties
By COH(X) we denote the family of all cohesive prefix codes over X. The property for a language to be a prefix code is preserved under the operation of taking a nonempty subset. This is no more true for cohesive prefix codes.
Fact 4.1. Let LeCOH(X). lf L is infinite and not an infix code, then there exists a subset L'~L such that L'q~COH(X).
Proof. Since L is not an infix code, there exist ueL and x, y~X*, xy# 1, such that xuy= wL. Since L~COH(X), y= 1 and x"ueL for any n~>0. If U= {u, v=xu}, then L' is a subset of L that is not a cohesive prefix code.
Fact 4.2. (i) COH(X) is not closed under union.
(
ii) COH(X) is closed under intersection. More precisely, let {Li}i~1 be a family (if" elements of COH(X). Then, if not empty, N~IL~COH(X).
iii) COH(X) is not closed under catenation. (iv) COH(X) is not closed under +. More precisely, ./or any LeCOH(X), L + q~COH(X).
( The following example shows the existence of an infinite maximal infix code that is a maximal cohesive prefix code. 
Proposition 4.7. Let [ X [ >~2 and let L~_X* be a regular language, lf L is a maximal infix code, then L is a maximal cohesive prefix code.
Proof. Suppose that L is not a maximal cohesive prefix code. Then, by Corollary 3.6, there exists seX + such that s*L is a cohesive prefix code.
First we prove the existence of ~eX + satisfying the following condition: For any i, i~> 1 there exists fli6X + such that asif3icL.
Let k~> 1. Since L is a maximal infix code, we have u<~is k+2 or s k+2 <~iu for some ueL where u ~<~v means that v=xuy for some x, yeX*. If u <~s k+2, then we have a contradiction with the assumption that s*L is a cohesive prefix code. If s k+2 ~<iu, then there exist ~,, fll, eX* such that ~'ksk+2fl'kffL. NOW let ~k =~,s and flk=Sfl'k. Then ~kskflk6L and ~k, fik ~X+. Since L is a regular language, we can assume that [~k I ~< N for some positive integer N (for instance, we can take for N the number of states of an automaton accepting L), without loss of generality. Remark that we can take infinitely many numbers as k. Moreover, because of the restriction of the length of :~k, we can see the following: There exist ~eX + with Therefore, L must be a maximal cohesive prefix code.
Unlike the case of finite maximal infix codes, the converse of the above proposition does not hold true. Let X = {a, b} and let L=a*b. Then L is a regular language that is a maximal cohesive prefix code, but it is not an infix code. [] From the preceding results, one may guess that every maximal infix code is a maximal cohesive prefix code. However, this is not the case in general. . b--qbl,,vq,+ l~-] Case (iii): lyl=2lwpl+2. In this case (~; l +, g []
In the above proposition, we established the existence of an infinite maximal infix code that is not a maximal cohesive prefix code. As it has already been shown, all regular maximal infix codes are maximal cohesive prefix codes. Now we want to know whether there exists a nonregular maximal infix code that is a maximal cohesive prefix code. In order to do that, we will need to establish some properties of reflective codes and maximal reflective codes.
Definition. For every u~X* and L~_X*, let Ref(u)={wv[v, w~X*, u-=my} and Ref(L)= U Ref(u Proof. Let X= {a, b .... } and let L=Ref({ab~ab"ln~ 1}) . Then L is an infinite reflective code. By the above corollary, there exists a maximal infix code/~ such that L_/7 and/7 is a maximal cohesive prefix code. To complete the proof of the proposition, we must show that/7 is not regular. Suppose that/7 is regular. Since ab~ab%[, for n >~ 1, by a pumping lemma for regular languages, follows the existence of k, k ~> 1 such that ab"ab" + kit if, for any i, i ~> 1. This contradicts the fact that/7 is an infix code. Hence,/7 is not regular. [~ 
Relations between right semaphore codes and cohesive prefix codes
Recall [1, 2] that a right semaphore code P is a prefix code such that for every u~P, x6X* there exist wP, y~X* such that xu = vy. Let ] X] ~> 2. By RSC(X) we denote the class of all right semaphore codes over X. In general, there is no inclusion relation between COH(X) and RSC(X).
Example 5.1. Let X={a, b .... } and let L={aaa, bbb, aab, bba, ab, baIw (X'\{a, b})u{a, b} (X\{a, b}) . Then L is a right semaphore code, but not a cohesive prefix code, i.e. RSC(X)\COH(X)#0.
Example 5.2. Let X= {a, b .... } and let L= {a, bb}. Since L is an infix code, L is a cohesive prefix code. However, L is not a right semaphore code, i.e.
COH(X)\RSC(X)#O.
We are now interested in the class RSC(X)~COH(X). First consider the case where L is an infix code. Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that if B is a right semaphore code that is a biprefix code, i.e. prefix and suffix code, then B= X" for some n ~> 1 [1] . [] Now let L~_X* be a language that is not an infix code. IfLeCOH(X) then L=S*T where S is a suffix code and Tis an infix code. Let Y=Xc~S and let Z=X\Y. (ii) Let feL with Ifl=n=min{]ullueL}. Since bfebLc_LX*, b6S and L6RSC(X), bf'~L where fef'X. Now we apply the same procedure for bffeL and get bZf"EL where f'@f"X. Continuing this process, we have b"eL. Moreover, by the minimality of Ill, b"eT.
(iii) Suppose that there exists seS such that I sl~> 2. 
